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    MODEL PAPER   
 

Subject:- Management of Resources            M:M=70 marks 

 

General Instructions 
There are total 25 Questions 
Q. No.s 1-6 are of  1 mark. (Very Short Answer Type) 
Q. No.s 7-13 are of 2 marks. ( Short Answer Type) 
Q. No.s 14-15 are of 3 marks. (Case Study & Picture based questions) 
Q. No.s 16-21 are of 4 marks. (Long Answer Type -I) 
Q. No.s 22-25 are of 5 marks. (Long Answer Type -II) 
 

VERY SHORT ANSWER TYPE (1 MARK EACH) 
 
Q.No.-1 Human Resources are ------ 

Q.No.-2 Define Furnishing  

Q.No.-3 Name three main work places in kitchen 

Q.No.-4 Glass is cleaned by ---------  

Q.No. -5 When income is more the expenditure the budget is called surplus budget         True/False 

Q.No. -6 Peak load hours are in:- 

a) Morning     b) Afternoon     C) Evening   d) All of these  

SHORT ANSWER TYPE (2 MARKS EACH) 
 

Q.No.-7 Define values,  give its types with examples 

Q.No. -8 How use of colour makes a room look larger than its actual size? 

Q.No.-9 What points you would keep in mind while selecting the best alternative for solving 

a problem? 

Q.No.-10 What is the difference between controlling and Evaluating? 

Q.No.-11 Name common household pests and explain any two ways to control them. 

Q.No.-12 Enlist the duties of a consumer 

Q.No.-13 ``Energy and Time Management goes hand in hand’’.Justify the Statement. 
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CASE STUDY AND PICTURE BASED QUESTIONS (3 Marks each) 

Q.No.-14 Identify the weave and write down short note on them with the help of examples 

 

 
     

Q.No.-15 What are different types of methods of frying? Explain with diagram  

 

LONG ANSWER TYPE-I (4 MARKS EACH) 
 

Q.No. -16 What are the essential qualities of a Good Home Maker? 

Q.No.-17 Your friend has purchased one room Give Suggestions to make maximum use of 

available space. 

Q.No. -18 Brief notes on consumer Protection Act. 

Q.No.-19 Define shared resources. How can you conserve school building? 

 Q.No.-20 Bhavana has to buy a saree for her brother’s marriage. Explain the different stages 

of decision making process while buying that? 

Q.No. -21 Define budget and explain its types  

LONG ANSWER TYPE-II (4 MARKS EACH) 
 

Q.No.-2 Define Resources. Discuss general characteristics of Resources. 

Q.No.-23 define Disinfectants .Give its classification with example. 

Q.No.-24 Give formula of saving .What is the means of supplementing family income. 

Explain with the help of examples. 

Q.No. -25 Define fatigue. What are the ways of reducing fatigue?  
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